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On Wednesday 13th February 2013 the Kannada Sangha of Christ University had organized the release
function of three books – Nalinakanthi, Nakshatragala jaatre and A.NA.KR. Smaraka katha sparde-4.
Nalinakanthi is a collection of short stories written by T. Padmanabhan, a famous story writer. This book
is translated from Malayalam into Kannada by Shri K.K. Nair and Dr. Ashok Kumar. Nnakshatragala
jaatre and A.NA.KR. Smaraka katha sparde-4 are books authored by various college students across the
state of Karnataka.

Rev. Fr. Dr. Varghese K.J, Chief Finance Officer, Christ University presided over the function and Dr.
Siddalingaiah a renowned poet and Chairman of Kannada Pustaka Pradhikara released three books
published by Kannada Sangha. Shri. S.R.Vijayashankara, a well-known critic reviewed the book,
Nalinakanthi.

Introducing the book, Nalinakanthi Shri. S.R.Vijayashankara said that translations, especially those from
Bengali, have had an impact on Indian intellectual discussions. He mentioned that generally there is a
tendency to assume that any text from any language gains prominence only when translated into
English. He added that Nalinakanthi encompasses the contemporary and leftist reflections of
Padmanabhan’s times. In his opinion, one should understand the literature in translation using ones
knowledge and emotions; a story when read should help us recollect our experiences. For him, among
the translated stories in Nalinakanthi, “Thinnalagada Biscuit” brings back the memories of our
childhood; it creates an overall experience for the reader, though the translated text may have its
limitations. Nalinakanthi, Kalabairava, Amma, Urulutiruva Rathachakra and other stories, each create a
different kind of experience.

The chief guest for the programme Dr. Siddalingaiah mentioned the contribution of Dr. D.R.Bendre to
Kannada language and literature. He said that folk literature has also contributed greatly to Kannada
language and literature. In folk culture god forms the link between man and his society; however with
advancement concepts like, god, society and the fear of evil would only expand further.

The translators of Nalinakanthi, Shri K.K. Nair and Dr. Ashok Kumar also spoke on the occasion.




